Book review
„Quantensprung – Die Spiritualität der Wissenschaft entfaltet sich.
In-forma-tion Resonanz Bewusst-Sein“
by Klaus Podirsky (co-author Bruno Würtenberger)
“Whether you think you can, or whether you think you can’t – you are right!” – If it is true
what the innovative automobile producer Henry Ford once expressed so pragmatically, we –
mankind as a whole – are capable of intentionally reaping what we – deliberately and
affectionately – sow. That and that alone (!) would determine our experiences so that we
would experience only what belongs to us because, for reasons of resonance as a basic
principle in the universe, we attract and experience it in our lives.
Klaus Podirsky unfolds a crucial insight and its scientific background in an enthusing and
enthralling way. Namely, that everyone of us constantly acts as the creator of their individual
being – no matter if we consciously “want” it in an individual situation or not…
The reinterpretation of the term “information” serves as the starting point of this suspenseful
analysis. While this term has mostly been used in its abstract meaning and as a synonym of
the world of mathematics and technology, or – in a completely simplified sense – dominates
aspects of our daily life, the author has given it a completely different shade, thus drawing –
in an academically sound way – a completely new picture in the book “Quantensprung –
die Spiritualität der Wissenschaft entfaltet sich. In-forma-tion Resonanz Bewusst-Sein”:
spiritual in the meaning of “spirit”. It soon becomes clear to the reader of the book that it is
only at first glance and for reasons of symbolism that the term draws its new notion from the
interpretation of its stem “in-forma”, meaning something that “assumes a form”. The
plausibility of this idea and its comprehension are rather based on the fact that “in-formation” is – on every level of cosmic reality – aways there “before-or-with the form” and not
only “as a consequence” of form. Be it as laws of nature in the cosmos, as transmitters
(genes, hormones) in the field of physiology or as convictions (ways of thinking, fundamental
beliefs) in the consciousness – and in the ensuing human experience. For Klaus Podirsky this
line of reasoning leads to far-reaching, both on the level of recognition as well as on any
social level of human existence – quote: “...if you do not want to succumb to the temptation of
attributing a special scientific position to human consciousness, which also came into being
in a cosmic context.” The author presents the depiction of this revolutionary view that:
“conviction creates experience” – culture, biography – entirely according to Henry Ford – as
“...valid for every single human being”. How he does this is absolutely worth reading. There
are numerous revolutions everywhere in the world, most of them far from peaceful. In stark
contrast to what the scientist Klaus Podirsky so eruditely has written about. This is – at any
rate – also revolutionary. What the author has compiled and interrelated here from various
different fields of contemporary science and applied research of human consciousness, in an
easily comprehensible way, is in the best sense of the word sensational.
The reader is taken on an exciting journey that fills him with inspiration and enthusiasm.
As an old saying has it: ”Travel broadens the mind”, which the reader of these 432
enthralling pages will certainly confirm! The author and his picked out quoted co-author
guide the reader and his consciousness through a sea of unfamiliar scientific contexts,
masterly sailing around treacherous rocks on their way to the strangest fields of
contemporary developments and finally landing on unique shores of the latest research.

According to its main concern “Quantensprung” revolves around the rediscovery of
“feeling” from the viewpoint of the latest developments of science, and around the
importance of its key-competence – intuition – as the access code to any personal or
transpersonal in-forma-tion. The reader soon becomes aware that learning to feel is
comparable to the acquisition of a basic skill such as learning to read. Only those who have
acquired the skill can comprehend the dimensions of internal and external communication
that become accessible by it. After a primarily reason-oriented episode of human
development „feeling“ – this sunken seventh sense that has been rediscovered now by
modern research – as well as “intuition”, seem to form a connection of the consciousness to
that all-pervading level of creating in-forma-tion.
“Truth”, “in-forma-tion”, “mind”, “intuition”, “spirituality” – such concepts are rarely
successfully applied so substantially and without any religious conceit as in this book.
“The link between ape and man are – we!” the author quote the Austrian Nobel laureate
Konrad Lorenz. The “we” of this realization might –gradually but all the same – be moving
from the concept of the “victim” to that of an autonomous, self-reliant, intentional human
“creator”. Neurophysiology, epigenetics, immunology, systemic psychology and their
research results of the twenty-first century are amazing and provide this concept not only
with a great amount of plausibility but also with the relevant topicality to assume creative
responsibility for ourselves and the earth.
Reading and dealing with this book is highly recommended for those who want to find out
how they can consciously and intentionally become the creators of their own biography.

Science meets spirituality.

